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1. The world can still, if desired, be divided between artists and non-artists. And 
when we say "artist", we mean "professional artists". Art as a professional 
specialty seemed to have died decades ago, when the genius associated with 
technique and virtuosity also died. In the 20th century, very simple, precarious 
forms could be accepted as art, as sensitive and intellectual activities. A stroke. 
A sound sustained for a long time. A blur. A handful of noises. A word. A shout. 
Three chords. 

 
2. Professionalism and virtuosity, were transferred, however, to the ways one deals 

with the market. The artist, we understand, must make a living from art. In 
capitalism, the artist must sell art. Unlike wage labourers, artists don’t sell their 
labour power. The artist sells art, a product, a product that she herself produces 
and that she herself must try and sell. The artist can even outsource the execution 
and sale of her product, if she can afford it. And to sell well, the artist must stand 
out from the crowd at all costs. Each artist must produce a unique image of 
herself. To be an artist is to making a living through art, to live on art is to sell 
art, and to sell art well is to sell yourself as a concept-image, a brand. Being an 
artist is a philosophical (or mystical) form of marketing. What, therefore, defines 
a “serious” artist? To pay your bills with the profit that comes from selling your 
products. How many “serious” artists, then, can we say that we know in our 
daily lives? How many “serious” artists can we say live in our cities? It is 
difficult to think  of a handful. If we exclude then those who apparently make a 
living from art, but always counting on the rent from tenants in case one owns 
real estate, an inheritance (small or large) or other family investments, the 
number will be less and less. “Serious" art in the present conditions is an activity 
for the elites.  

 
3. So much so that an artist's success is measured by how much this artist is 

allowed in (or put up with by) the social circles of these elites. This is the 
measure of success in the "star-system". 

 
4. However, we do make art. If we question our own relationship with artistic 

practice, in its most basic, emotional and instinctive motivations, we can say that 
through experience, there is something liberating within artistic expression, 
there’s a great pleasure, a conflagration through form that instigates a doing. We 
are not alone, we are thousands, that, even though far from “success”, insist on 
engaging in this doing, in the circulation and exchange of our underground 
production. The art system is supported by an anonymous mass, a multitude of 
artists who will never be able to pay their bills with their sales. A legion of non- 



artist artists. But we produce, we circulate, we renew and we throw ourselves 
into radical ideals of culture. 

 
5. From what do the artists of failure make a living? We are teachers, students, civil 

servants, postmen, workers, attendants, drivers, waiters, babysitters, students, 
unemployed and other outcasts of the artistic elite. If we cannot sell art, we sell 
our labour power, in its different forms. The space in which we circulate can be 
given the crude name of “underground”, a word that is difficult to acknowledge 
without a hint of shame, but which is perhaps the only one we have. Our 
dependent capitalism has not been (and never will be) able to create a welfare 
state sufficient for a culture to develop that can be sustained on the edge of the 
market. We move under the art system, below the cultural industry. 

 
6. "The term “Underground” (...) was a metaphoric invocation of the resistance 

groups of World War Two who secretly sabotaged the Fascist occupation of 
Europe. Crucially the Underground understood itself to be a culture; to be not 
only a community and a way of life but a sensibility that could realize the secret 
subtext of utopian liberation in popular culture.”1 

 
7. There are those who, although not wealthy, don´t have technical and professional 

training to do other jobs, that manage to earn some support from artistic activity. 
These are the comrades who suffer most when their daily lives are drastically 
altered once we get to see how fragile this economy is. Not to recognize these 
immense adversities is to diminish the sacrifices of those who try to live on this 
edge. 

 
8. Beginning in the 1960s, a new approach to experimental practice in music (and 

in the arts in general) was proposed, which dissolved the boundaries between 
high and low culture, between the avant-garde and popular music. Here we have 
the development of an experimental musical practice that differs little from 
popular practices. More importantly than thinking about the way in which this 
dissolution of barriers takes place within the formal aspects of what is produced, 
this dissolution of barriers also occurs in the social and organizational forms of 
artmaking, the ways in which this new radical music circulates and is elaborated. 
It would not be difficult to think of free improvisation, drone, noise, free jazz  
and punk as urban and worldwide cultural forms, which circulate in structures 
that are as communitarian as they are subsumed under capitalism. 

 
 

9. To say that this “underground” is composed mainly by people from the middle 
and upper classes is true, but taken as an unavoidable necessity, it becomes a 

 

1 Reekie apud CADELL, Adam. Subterranean Blues: World Revolution and the Underground Violinists. 
Perspectives of New Music. 52. 111-140



presupposition that only serves to highlight the elitism that surrounds the idea of 
art in our society. This is basically the assumption that not only art is an elite 
activity, but that only the elite has the capability to be interested in this activity. In 
the worst case scenario, the “underground” is a mere corral of new ideas for the 
insatiable appetite of the markets. In the worst case, we try to emulate the forms 
and relations of the market in the futile hope of ascending to Masonic circles of 
enlightened elites by imitating them. At our best, we can be a space for cultural 
expression and renewal without compromise with the elite's ideological codes. 

 
10. It is necessary to eliminate from view any idea that the market or market 

thinking constitutes a type of corruption that should not, in any way, taint artistic 
practice. The market, capitalism itself, is a material condition that any action will 
have to deal with. To deal with material conditions is also to survive, and to 
survive is necessary in order to make possible the increasing radicalization of our 
demands for the future. To hope that any radical action can be organized within 
a bubble of conceptual purity is to succumb to a hollow utopianism that prefers 
ivory towers to real action. Imperialism spreads destructive forces everywhere, 
utopianism is a taste for defeat. What is needed is the effort to see where capital 
imposes itself as an ideology, where capital imposes itself on the possibilities of 
the new. We must destroy the art market first as a dogma. 

 
11.  On the other hand, if the artist is not exactly a wage labourer, because she is 

guided by an extremely individualistic perspective of selling her own creative 
work2, what about the failed artist, who cannot live off the sale of her artistic 
work, but, even so, still produces art? What kind of ranks can we close with the 
mass of wage labourers - insofar as we are and aren’t part of the working class? 

 
12. We recognize that this “avant-garde outside the avant-garde”, the “failed avant- 

garde”, the anonymous mass of the underground artists, is not part of the art 
system as an active force, but is a culture guided by formal innovation and 
organic relations, that is constantly appropriated by this system. While the mass 
of the unemployed is a reserve of labor for the capitalist, the mass of failed 
artists is a reserve of surplus value and cultural capital for the successful art 
dealer. Against the professional curator, we shall make our own curatorships, 
paraphrasing Kodwo Eshun, with “a posture that aims to intervene in cultural 
politics, which shapes itself to articulate discontent - to focus on despair and 
depression in the theories that live.”3 “Theories that live”, as they result from the 
recognition of the thought that unfolds in practice. That is not reduced to 
immediate concreteness, but that is nourished by alienation itself, as a 

 
 
 

2 As stated by Ben Davis, in his 9.5 Theses on Art and Class. Haymarket Books, 2013 
3 Kodwo Eshun- “Mark Fisher Memorial Lecture” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ufznupiVCLs 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ufznupiVCLs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ufznupiVCLs


continuous work of deepening, and not resolving, estrangement and world- 
building. 4 

 
 

13. “When communist workmen gather together, their immediate aim is instruction, 
propaganda, etc. But at the same time, they acquire a new need -- the need for 
society -- and what appears as a means had become an end. This practical 
development can be most strikingly observed in the gatherings of French 
socialist workers. Smoking, eating, and drinking, etc., are no longer means of 
creating links between people. Company, association, conversation, which in 
turn has society as its goal, is enough for them. The brotherhood of man is not a 
hollow phrase, it is a reality, and the nobility of man shines forth upon us from 
their work-worn figures.”5 

 
This reversal between means and ends6 – which happens when the gatherings 
and their organization as a means for the revolution become an end in itself- 
while being criticized by some as a deactivation of the revolutionary impulse, 
does not exhibit fraternization as a solution and posterior deactivation of 
demands for emancipation. Instead, it is envisaged as a place where the lack of 
this association, pleasure, entertainment, becomes visible to everyone. In artistic 
practice this lack finds a possible fulfillment. A lack that is not of free time 
determined by the limits of working hours, but of liberated time. A lack that, 
having its existence acknowledged, can be motivating for the exercise of social 
transformation. 

 
14.  The artist works for wages in order to have free time for art, and makes art in 

order to one day free herself from work time. Because the artists that we are still 
need to sell their labour power in the market, we are also workers, and the 
demand for the continuation of what is most dear to us - the art we make - 
participates in the same set of demands that make us sell our work power. To 
think of the two sides of our lives - that of the artist and that of the worker - as 
separate is to misunderstand how they relate and how the artistic demands puts 
pressure on political action in favor of its continuity. In both ways, the fact that 
there is an internal disjunction in our life as a worker and artist shows a horizon 
of possible demands - that of liberated time - that is identifiable with the pursuit 
of the commons. This horizon is only present through the awareness of a need - 
which is not simply a need that exists although we do not know it, but the need 
that is felt as a need when we have the taste of the freedom allowed by free time. 

 
 
 
 

4 “We want superior forms of corruption” Laboria Cuboniks in https://laboriacuboniks.net/#firstPage 
5 Marx- The Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts. Section “Need, production and the division of 
labor” 
6 Círculo de Estudos da Idéia e da Ideologia. “O fim da organização” 
https://lavrapalavra.com/2016/05/20/o-fim-da-organizacao/ 
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15. But to say this wouldn't be to deny the reality of the material conditions in which 
these experiences take place? Wouldn't it be to endorse a pre-figurative policy 
along the lines of a “temporary autonomous zone”, whose concept is 
indistinguishable from that of a family dinner (when we know that “the 
revolution is not an invitation to dinner”)? These experiences do not take place 
in a social vacuum, they are spaces that need to be erected and then sustained 
mostly by the same people who will occupy them. But even the most free and 
changeable space does not survive in everyday life without being materially 
structured by some form of organization. It is this organization that supports 
everything. That space already exists, it is necessary to recognize its 
emancipatory potentials and pursue them, without arrogance and pretension. 

 
16.  Against the appeasing position of art as producing a feeling of satisfaction or 

distraction, within the worker-artist composition we imagine, art does satisfy, 
temporarily, but by the means of that satisfaction it ignites a new desire. We are 
unredeemably alienated and dissociated. It is not enough to exist a lack, but it is 
by the existence of the objects of our need that we come to know there is a need. 
From this stems the admission of the fundamental dissociation that fuels 
political dissatisfaction. Artistic production thus places a demand, which 
political practice must strive to supply. 

 
17.  For many years, there was a formal attempt to understand how different classes 

could produce different types of art. Which is the question of differentiating 
what would be bourgeois art from proletarian art. Today we can see that the 
development of the autonomy of art as an institution freed the artist from 
responding directly to his social surroundings in a homogeneous way. Today, 
there need not be a real difference between the art produced by the elites and that 
produced by the workers. However, the way art is organized among different 
classes, this is of utmost importance. 

 
18.  Mayakovsky was right to demand that the poet produce useful things. This 

usefulness, however, if understood as located already in the construction of a 
space where the public and the artists are in the same horizontal condition of 
engagement with artistic making, is the moment the subject realizes a need that 
she did not know she had to be an agent of her own culture. A utility that is 
nothing more than the claim, mobilization and politicization of uselessness as 
liberated time required by the worker. 

 
19.  It is not just a question of understanding the conditions of the art system, but of 

transforming them. The constitution of the artist-worker composition is the 
constitution of the autonomous organization where the imperatives and demands 
for survival are temporarily suspended. The organization is the work and the 
theory and the pleasure and the experience. The time for the construction of the 
future is the free time that becomes liberated time. But free time only



becomes released through the mediation of material conditions. And material 
conditions change through the mediation of mediations. The map of this 
transformation can only be collected through the exercise of the organization 
itself. 

 
20. If we are nothing, let us be everything. 


